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1. INTRODUCTION
Let q be any real number,
­ 2 ­
qL s y x ,2 ­ t­ x
w xand a, G, and c be positive numbers with G F `. Chan and Kong 3]5
studied quenching phenomena for the following degenerate parabolic
initial-boundary value problem,
Lu s yf u , 0 - x - a, 0 - t - G , .
u x , 0 s 0, 0 F x F a; u 0, t s 0 s u a, t , 0 - t - G , .  .  .
 .ywhere lim f u s `. In particular, if q s 1, u denotes the tempera-uª c
ture, and x and t denote, respectively, the coordinates perpendicular and
parallel to the channel walls, then the above problem describes the
channel flow of a viscous fluid in the boundary layer cf. Chan and Kong
w x.5 . Owing to short-term perturbations, many evolution processes at
certain moments of time experience changes of state abruptly. It is natural
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to assume that these perturbations act instantaneously in the form of
 w x.impulses cf. Lakshmikantham, Bainov, and Simeonov 9 since the dura-
tions of the perturbations are negligible in comparison with the duration of
each process. Thus, if an impulse such as that created by a sink or a
.source in the flow of the viscous fluid in the boundary layer proportional
 .to u with s as the proportionality constant is given to the phenomenon
at each interval T , then we have the following impulsive problem: for
n s 1, 2, 3, . . . ,
¡ yLu s yf u , 0 - x - a, n y 1 T - t F nT , .  .
u x , 0 s 0, 0 F x F a, .~ 1.1 .yu x , nT s s u x , nT , 0 F x F a, .  .¢u 0, t s 0 s u a, t , t ) 0. .  .
1w .  . XIn this article, we assume that f g C 0, c , f 0 ) 0, f ) 0, and
 .ylim f u s `.uª c
 .A solution u of the problem 1.1 is said to quench if there exist a
 . ypositive integer m and a positive number t such that m y 1 T - t F mT
  . 4 y y Uand max u x, t : 0 F x F a ª c as t ª t . The length a is called the
critical length if a unique global solution u exists for a - aU , and if u
quenches for a ) aU.
In Section 2, we consider the case s - 1. We show that if
¡ min h x for q G 0, .q
 .~ x) 8crf 0’T )¢0 for q - 0,
where
qq1 2q q 1 f 0 x y 8s c .  .
qq2h x s x ln , 1.2 .  .q qq2 2 /f 0 x y 8c .2 q q 2 .
 .then the problem 1.1 has a unique critical length. Its special case q s 0
w xgives Theorem 3 of Chan, Ke, and Vatsala 2 since
1 y s c .
min h x s . .0 f 0 . .x) 8crf 0’
In Section 3, we consider the case s ) 1. It is shown that if q G y1, then
 . Uthe impulsive problem 1.1 has a unique critical length a for any T ) 0.
w xThis extends the result of Chan, Ke, and Vatsala 2 for the case q s 0.
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y .  xLet V s 0, a = 0, T , and V be its closure. By the transformation,
un. x , t y n y 1 T s u x , t , n y 1 T - t F nT , n s 1, 2, 3, . . . , .  .  . .
 .the problem 1.1 may be written as
0.¡u x , t ' 0 on V , .
n. n.Lu x , t s yf u x , t in V , .  . .~ 1.3 .
n. ny1. yu x , 0 s s u x , T for 0 F x F a, .  .¢ n. n. yu 0, t s 0 s u a, t for 0 - t F T , .  .
where n s 1, 2, 3, . . . . Thus, global existence of a solution of the problem
 . n.1.1 is equivalent to existence of u for all positive integers n.
2. CRITICAL LENGTH FOR THE CASE s - 1
Unless otherwise stated, we assume in this section that s - 1. Let us
consider the singular two-point boundary value problem,
UY x s yf U x , U 0 s 0 s U a . 2.1 .  .  .  .  . .
Since a solution U is symmetric with respect to the line x s ar2, it follows
w x  .from Chan and Kaper 1 that the problem 2.1 has a solution U satisfying
0 - U - c for 0 - x - a, provided that a is sufficiently small. To show
2qa w xthat U g C 0, a for sufficiently small a, let k be a positive constant1
less than c, and consider the problem,
YU s yf k , U 0 s 0 s U a . .  .  .1
Then,
f k .1
U x s x a y x , .  .
2
2 .  .having its maximum U ar2 s f k a r8. Let us choose a sufficiently1
X .small such that U ar2 F k . Because f ) 0, it follows that U is an upper1
2w xsolution, and is in C 0, a . Since 0 is a lower solution, it follows from
w x  .Theorem 2.1 of Pao 10, p. 102 that the problem 2.1 has a solution
2qa w xU g C 0, a .
w xWe modify the proof of Theorem 2.3 of Floater 6 for a classical
 .solution of a blow-up problem to show that the problem 1.3 has a
n. ` n. 2, 1 y 4  .  x w x.solution u with u g C V l C 0, a = 0, T .ns1
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 . 2w xLEMMA 1. If the problem 2.1 has a solution U g C 0, a such that
 .U x ) 0 for 0 - x - a, then
U ) un. in V , n s 1, 2, 3, . . . .
 .  n.4`Furthermore, the problem 1.3 has a unique solution u withns1
n. 2, 1 yx w xu g C V l C 0, a = 0, T . .  .
y .  xProof. Let V s e , a = 0, T for some positive number e , and Ve e
be the closure of V . We consider the following problem: for n se
1, 2, 3, . . . ,
0.¡u x , t ' 0 on V , .e e
n. n.Lu x , t s yf u x , t in V , .  . .e e e~ 2.2 .
n. ny1. yu x , 0 s s u x , T for e F x F a, .  .e e
n. n. y¢u e , t s 0 s u a, t for 0 - t F T . .  .e e
Since 0 and U are respectively the lower and upper solutions of the
 .problem 2.2 for n s 1, it follows from Theorem 4.2.2 of Ladde, Laksh-
w x 1.mikantham, and Vatsala 7, p. 143 that there is a solution u such thate
1.  .0 F u F U on V . Let us assume that the problem 2.2 has a solutione e
n. k n. 4u such that 0 F u F U on V for n s 1, 2, 3, . . . , k. Then fore ns1 e e
w xx g 0, a ,
0 F s uk . x , Ty s ukq1. x , 0 , .  .e e
U x G uk . x , Ty ) s uk . x , Ty s ukq1. x , 0 . .  .  .  .e e e
Hence, 0 and U are respectively the lower and upper solutions of the
 .  .problem 2.2 for n s k q 1. Thus, the problem 2.2 has a solution
n. kq1 kq1. 4u such that 0 F u F U on V . By the principle of mathemati-e ns1 e e
 .  .  n.4`cal induction, the problem 2.2 for each e has a solution u suche ns1
n.that 0 F u F U on V . Its uniqueness follows from the strong maximume e
principle.
We claim that if 0 - e - e - a, then un. ) un. in V , n s 1, 2, 3, . . . .1 2 e e e1 2 2
Let hn. s un. y un.. For n s 1, 2, 3, . . . ,e e1 2
L q f X j n. hn. s 0 in V . . e2
for some j n. between un. and un., ande e1 2
hn. e , t ) 0 s hn. a, t for t ) 0. .  .2
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w x 1. .For n s 1 and x g e , a , h x, 0 s 0. It follows from the strong maxi-2
mum principle that h1. ) 0 in V . Let us assume hk . ) 0 in V . Thene e2 2
for n s k q 1,
kq1. k . y w xh x , 0 s s h x , T G 0 for x g e , a . .  . 2
It follows from the strong maximum principle that hkq1. ) 0 in V .e2
Hence by the principle of mathematical induction, our claim is proved.
yq a , a r2 .We note that x g C V ,e
yq n. yq yq n. 4x f u F max e , a f u . .  .e e
 . w .for x, t, u g V = 0, c . Since 0 is a lower solution and U is an uppere
 . n.solution, it follows that the problem 2.2 has a unique solution u ge
2qa , 1qa r2 .C V .e
n. . n. .  n.4`Let u x, t s lim u x, t . We would like to show that u ise ª 0 e ns1
 . w x w xa solution. For any x , t g V, there is a set Q s b , b = 0, t m V1 1 1 2 2
 y.where b , b , and t are numbers with b ) 0, b F a, and t F T such1 2 2 1 2 2
 . n.that x , t g Q. Since u F U - c in Q, we have for any constant1 1 e
q ) 1,Ä
 . 5 n. 5 q 5 5 qÄ Äi u F U F k for some positive constant k ,L Q. L Q.e 2 2
 . 5 yq  n..5 q 5  .5 qÄ Äii x f u F b f U ,L Q. L Q.e
 yq yq4 wwhere b s max b , a . By Ladyzenskaja, Solonnikov, and Ural'ceva 8,Ï1
x n. 2, 1 . wpp. 341]342 , u g W Q . By the embedding theorem there 8, pp. 61e qÄ
x 2, 1 . a , a r2 .  .and 80 , W Q ¨ H Q if we choose q ) 2r 1 y a . Then,ÄqÄ
5 n. 5 a , a r2u F k for some positive constant k . Now,H Q.e 3 3
yq n.
a , a r2x f u .  .H Qe
yq n. n.x f u x , t y f u x , t .  .Ä .  .e e
5 5F b f U q sup . ` a< <x y xÄ .x , t gQ
 .x , t gQÄ
yqn. yqf u x , t x y x .  .Ä Ä .eq sup a< <x y xÄ .x , t gQ
 .x , t gQÄ
yq n. n. Äx f u x , t y f u x , t .  . .  .e eq sup
ar2< <Ät y t .x , t gQ
 .Äx , t gQ
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n. n.u x , t y u x , t .  .Äe eX n.5 5F b f U q b sup f u y , s .  . .` ae 1 1 < <x y xÄ .x , t gQ
 .x , t gQÄ
5 5 5 yq 5 a , a r2q f U x . ` H Q.
n. n. Äu x , t y u x , t .  .e eX n.q b sup f u y , s , . .e 2 2 a r2< <Ät y t .x , t gQ
 .Äx , t gQ
 .  .  .  .  .where y , s lies between x, t and x, t , and y , s lies between x, tÄ1 1 2 2
 .Äand x, t . Therefore,
Xyq n. n.5 5 5 5 a , a r2a , a r2x f u F b f U q b f U u .  . .  .` ` . H QH Qe e
yq
a , a r25 5q f U x .  .H Q`
F k4
for some positive constant k which is independent of e . By Theorem4
w x4.10.1 of Ladyzenskaja, Solonnikov, and Ural'ceva 8, pp. 351]352 , weÏ
have
n.
2q a , 1qa r2u F k .H Qe 5
for some constant k which is independent of e . This implies that un.,5 e
 n..  n..  n..u , u , and u are equicontinuous in Q. By the Ascoli-Arzelae t e x e x x
theorem, we have
n. 2q a , 1qa r2  .H Qu F k ,5
and the partial derivatives of un. are the limits of the corresponding
n. n. 2, 1 y .  x w x.derivatives of u . Thus, u g C V l C 0, a = 0, T .e
 .By the strong maximum principle, the problem 1.3 has at most one
solution.
n. .  .  .Let u x, t; a denote a solution of the problem 1.3 , and V s 0, a1 1
 yx= 0, T for some positive constant a . The following lemma is indepen-1
dent of s , and its proof is similar to that of Lemma 2 of Chan, Ke, and
w xVatsala 2 .
LEMMA 2. If a - a , then for all positi¨ e numbers s ,1 2
un. x , t ; a - un. x , t ; a in V , n s 1, 2, 3, . . . , .  .1 2 1
pro¨ided the solutions exist.
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For r G 1, let
rq1ry1f 0 r x y 2 r q 1 s c .  .
g x s x ln . .r rq1ry1f 0 r x y 2 r q 1 c .  .
We need the following three lemmas to prove the main result in this
section.
 . rq1   . ry1.  .  .LEMMA 3. For x ) 2 r q 1 cr f 0 r with r G 1 , g x is ar
decreasing function, and
rq12c 1 y s r q 1 .  .
lim g x s . .r ry1f 0 rxª`  .
 .Proof. Since ln 1 q y F y for y G 0, we have
rq1
g x 2 r q 1 1 y s c .  .  .r s ln 1 q rq1ry1x f 0 r x y 2 r q 1 c .  .
rq12 r q 1 1 y s c .  .
F .rq1ry1f 0 r x y 2 r q 1 c .  .
It follows from this and a direct calculation that
rq1 rq12 r q 1 1 y s c y2 r q 1 s c .  .  .
Xg x F . .r rq1 rq1ry1 ry1f 0 r x y 2 r q 1 c f 0 r x y 2 r q 1 s c .  .  .  .
 .  . rq1   . ry1.Thus, g x is decreasing for x ) 2 r q 1 cr f 0 r .r
By using the L'Hospital's rule, the lemma is proved.
Let
1
K s ,1 r r q 1 .
1y r1 y r .
K s ,2 2yr2 2 y r .
K¡ 1 2g x , r G 1, .rrx~d x s . K2 2g x , 0 - r - 1. .¢ 1rx
By noting that xyr is decreasing and lim xyr s 0, an application ofx ª`
Lemma 3 gives the following result.
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 .LEMMA 4. The function d x is decreasing for
rq1¡2 r q 1 c .
, r G 1,ry1f 0 r .~x )
8c
, 0 - r - 1,¢f 0 .
 .and lim d x s 0.x ª`
 .   ..LEMMA 5. For e¨ery q ) 0, h x gi¨ en by 1.2 has exactly one criticalq
 .point, which gi¨ es a minimum; furthermore, if h y is the minimum, thenq
8c 8c q q 2 .
y g , .(( /f 0 qf 0 .  .
 .’Proof. In 8crf 0 , ` , h is continuous, h ) 0, and . q q
lim h x s `. .q
 .xª 8crf 0’
Since
qq1q q 1 .
q 2h x s x g x , .  .q 1qq22 q q 2 .
 .it follows from Lemma 3 with r s 1 that lim h x s `. Letx ª` q
16 f 0 c 1 y s y2 .  .
A s .2 2f 0 y y 8c f 0 y y 8s c .  . .  .
X  .If h y s 0, thenq
f 0 y2 y 8s c .
A s q q 2 ln . . 2 /f 0 y y 8c .
Since
1








- ln for 1 - x - `.y1 /x 1 y x
It follows from this inequality and
y12f 0 y y 8s c 8c 1 y s .  .
s 1 y2 2f 0 y y 8c f 0 y y 8s c .  .
that
y18c 1 y s 8c 1 y s .  .
ln 1 y ) .2 2f 0 y y 8s c f 0 y y 8s c .  .
Hence,
f 0 y2 y 8s c .
q q 2 - A ,
8c 1 y s .
that is,
2 f 0 y2 .
q q 2 - . 2.3 .2f 0 y y 8c .
This gives
8c q q 2 8c .
y - for y ) .( (qf 0 f 0 .  .
By a direct calculation,
4 f 0 y2 .
Y qh y s q A y q Ay . .q 2 /f 0 y y 8s c .
 . 2  .It follows from 2.3 and y ) 8crf 0 that
4 f 0 y2 2 f 0 y2 .  .
Y qh y ) q A q 2 y Ay ) 0. .q 2 2 /f 0 y y 8s c f 0 y y 8c .  .
  ..Thus, y, h y is the only minimum point, whereq
8c 8c q q 2 .
y g , .(( /f 0 qf 0 .  .
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The following theorem gives the main result.
 .THEOREM 6. The problem 1.3 has a unique critical length if
¡ min h x for q G 0, .q
 .~ x) 8crf 0’T )¢0 for q - 0.
 .  n.4`Proof. By Lemma 1, the problem 1.3 has a unique solution u ns1
 .provided that a is sufficiently small. When the problem 1.3 has a unique
 n. .4`solution u x, t; a for some a, say a , it follows from Lemma 2 thatns1 1
the problem with a - a has a solution and this solution is unique by1
Lemma 1. Thus, if the theorem is false, then given any length a, the
 .problem 1.3 has a solution.
We first consider the case q G 0. Since
g x 2 .1
h x s , .0 8
’it follows from Lemma 3 that for q s 0, there exists a ) 8crf 0 such .T
 .that T ) h a . For q ) 0, it follows from Lemma 5 that there exists0 T
8c 8c q q 2 .
a g ,T (( /f 0 qf 0 .  .
 .  .  yxsuch that T ) h a . Let V s 0, a = 0, T ,q T T T
qq1q q 1 .
qq2S s a ,Tqq2q q 2 .
M s ey2 r S .T ,1
f 0 .
n. n.w x , t s x a y x g t , n s 1, 2, 3, . . . , .  .  .T2
where
g 1. t s 1 y ey2 r S . t , .
ny1 ny11 y s M1n. y2r S . tg t s 1 y e 1 y s 1 y M , .  .1  /1 y s M1
n s 2, 3, 4, . . . .
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1. y. n. . ny1. y.Then, g T s 1 y M , and g 0 s s g T for n s 2, 3, 4, . . . .1
n. . n. .Since max g t s g T , it follows that for n s 1, 2, 3, . . . ,0 F t F T
f 0 1 y M . 1n. 2 n nmax w x , t s a 1 y s M . .  .T 18 1 y s M .x , t gV 1T
n. . n. . n. .Let y x, t s u x, t y w x, t . We note that
max x qq1 a y x s S, .T
0-x-aT
S d
n. n.g t q g t s 1. .  .
2 dt
In V ,T
qq1x a y x d .Tn. n. n. n.Ly s yf u q f 0 g t q g t .  .  .  .
2 dt
S d
n. n.- yf 0 1 y g t y g t .  .  .
2 dt
s 0, n s 1, 2, 3, . . . .
When n s 1, we have
1. w xy x , 0 s 0 for x g 0, a , .
y 1. 0, t s 0 s y 1. a , t for 0 - t F Ty. .  .T
By the strong maximum principle, y 1. ) 0 in V . Let us assume y k . ) 0T
in V . Then,T
kq1. k . y w xy x , 0 s s y x , T ) 0, x g 0, a , .  . T
y kq1. 0, t s 0 s y kq1. a , t , 0 - t F Ty. .  .T
By the strong maximum principle, y kq1. ) 0 in V . By the principle ofT
mathematical induction, we have y n. ) 0 in V for n s 1, 2, 3, . . . . ThisT
n. .  .implies w x, t - c in V for n s 1, 2, 3, . . . . Since T ) h a , we haveT q T
f 0 a2 y 8c . Ty2r S .T y2r S .h a .q TM s e - e s ,1 2f 0 a y 8s c . T
which gives
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f 0 1 y M . 12a ) c.T8 1 y s M1
That is,
max w `. x , t ) c. .
 .x , t gV T
Hence, there exists a positive integer N such that1
max w n. x , t G c for n G N . . 1
 .x , t gV T
This contradiction proves the theorem for q G 0.
For the case q - 0, let r s yq. Then, r ) 0. Since T ) 0, it follows
from Lemma 4 that there exists a positive constant a such thatr
T ) d a for any a ) a . 2.4 .  .r
Let
K a2y r , r G 1,1K s
2y r K a , 0 - r - 1,2
M s eyT r K .2
For n s 1, 2, 3, . . . , let
¡K f 0 .1 r n.x a y x m t , r G 1, .  .ry1an. ~¨ x , t s .
f 0 .
n.x a y x m t , 0 - r - 1, .  .¢ 2
where
m1. t s 1 y eyt r K , .
ny1 ny11 y s M2n. ytr Km t s 1 y e 1 y s 1 y M , .  .2  /1 y s M2
n s 2, 3, 4, . . . .
1. y. n. . ny1. y.We note that m T s 1 y M , m 0 s s m T for n s 2, 3,2
4, . . . . For n s 1, 2, 3, . . . ,
¡ ry1 2f 0 r a 1 y M .  .2 n n1 y s M , r G 1, .2rq2r q 1 1 y s M .  .2n. ~max ¨ x , t s .
2 . f 0 a 1 y Mx , t gV  .  .2 n n1 y s M , 0 - r - 1. .2¢ 8 1 y s M .2
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n. . n. . n. .Let z x, t s u x, t y ¨ x, t . We note that a y x F a,
max x1y r a y x s K a2y r for 0 - r - 1, . 2
0-x-a
d
n. n.m t q K m t s 1. .  .
dt
An argument similar to getting the inequality Ly n. - 0 in V givesT
Lz n. - 0 in V for n s 1, 2, 3, . . . .
Using the initial and boundary conditions, and applying the strong maxi-
mum principle and mathematical induction, we have
un. x , t ) ¨ n. x , t in V , n s 1, 2, 3, . . . . .  .
n. .  .This implies ¨ x, t - c in V for n s 1, 2, 3, . . . . However, by 2.4 , we
have for a ) a ,r
eyg ra
2 .r a2 , r G 1,yT r K yd a.r KM s e - e s2 2 2 yg a .r a1e , 0 - r - 1,
which gives
¡ ry1 2f 0 r a 1 y M .  .2
, r G 1,rq2r q 1 1 y s M .  .2~c -
2f 0 a 1 y M .  .2
, 0 - r - 1.¢ 8 1 y s M .2
Thus,
c - max ¨ `. x , t . .
 .x , t gV
This implies that there exists a positive integer N such that2
max ¨ n. x , t G c for n G N . . 2
 .x , t gV
This contradiction proves the theorem for q - 0.
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3. CRITICAL LENGTH FOR THE CASE s ) 1
In this section, we consider s ) 1. Let
t
w x , t s Mx a y x s q 1 y s for 0 F t F T , .  .  .
T
 .  .where M s f b for some positive constant b - c. Then, w x, 0 s
 . w x  .  .s w x, T for x g 0, a , and w 0, t s 0 s w a, t for t ) 0. For q G y1,
we choose a sufficiently small such that
b
a - min 2 , K , 3.1 .( 3 5Ms
where
 .1r qq2¡ qq2T q q 2 .
, q ) y1,qq1 /s y 1 q q 1 .~K s3
T
, q s y1.¢
s y 1
’ ’  .From a - 2 b r Ms , we obtain w x, t F b. Since
qq1¡ q q 1 .
qq2a for q ) y1,qq1 qq2~max x a y x s . q q 2 .
0-x-a ¢a for q s y1,
we have
t s y 1
qq1Lw s y2 M s q 1 y s q Mx a y x .  .
T T
- y2 M q M
F yf w . .
By using the strong maximum principle and the principle of mathematical
 .  .induction, w x, t is shown to be an upper solution of the problem 1.3 for
each positive integer n. Hence, the following lemma follows by a proof
similar to that of Lemma 1.
 .  .LEMMA 7. If q G y1, then for any gi¨ en T ) 0 with a satisfying 3.1 ,
n. ` n. .  4  .the problem 1.3 has a unique solution u with u g C V lns1
2, 1 x w yx.C 0, a = 0, T .
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The following result shows existence of a unique critical length when
q G y1. Its proof is similar to that of Theorem 6 of Chan, Ke, and Vatsala
w x2 .
 .  .THEOREM 8. If q G y1, then for any gi¨ en T ) 0 , the problem 1.3
has a unique critical length.
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